Introduction I. Sato [l] has shown that the product of an almost paracontaot manifold M n with a real line R admits an almost produot structure. Later on Nilioa Srivastava [2] studied the product of two almost contact manifolds.
The purpose of the present paper is to study the product of two almost paracontact manifolds. In Section 1 we define an almost paracontact structure [l] . In Section 2, we define and discuss the product of two almost paracontact Riemannian manifolds. Definition and study of the linear connections on the product manifold form the subject matter of Section 3. We begin Seotion 4 with the study of the integrability of the produot manifold and later define some classifications of the almost product manifold and then prove some theorems establishing necessary and sufficient conditions for the product manifold to belong to these classified oases.
1. Let M be an n-dimensional dlfferentiable manifold. (1.14)
where «p^ is the Nijenhuis tensor with respect to in M n and £ means the Lie derivative with respect to It is known that when the almost product structure FÙ a is integrable over M n * R, then the tensors N^, N^, N^1 and 
We define Fg over M n xM n in terms of almost paraoontaot structures (<p»?»7) and (<p,f,r?) by
It is easy to oheok that that is the tensor field F^ defines an almost product structure on M n x M°. We_call such a structure F, the almost product structure on M D * M n induced from the almost paracontact structures and (¡p,^?)» Thus we have the following theorem. Theorem 2.1 k IfM n and M° be two almost paraoontact manifolds of diaensions_ n and n respectively, then the product manifold M D x M n admits an almost product structure induced from the almost paracontact structures of is also a tensor field of type (1.1). It oan be easily proved that cp^ -tp 1 = 0 {resp. <p| -<p 2 ® 0) by virtue of (1.1), (1.2) and (2.2). We thus have the theorem. Theorem 2.2. Let M n and M n be two almost paracontact manifolds of dimensions n and n respectively then the extension tf> 1 (resp. <p 2 ) of> <P (resp. cp) in H n »i n is an f(3, -1)-structure on the product manifold. • rs» n a bi " rsj ' a .Jo. Classifications of an almost product manifold have been studied in [4] . An almost product Riemannian space with structure F ia called] (4.11) provides the proof of the theorem.
